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Fluke 6500-2 PAT Tester UK Promo Kit
Get more tests done faster with this lightweight, compact, 
one-touch solution. The redesigned auto-test capabilities 
help improve portable appliance testing efficiency.

Article nr: 5338995 
Model: 6500-2 UK Kit

Buy a Fluke 1664 FC Multifunction Installation 
Tester and get a FREE Fluke T6-1000 PRO 
Electrical Tester

Fluke 1660 Series Multifunction Installation Testers
The only installation testers designed to prevent damage to 
connected appliances and allow users to send test results 
wirelessly via smartphone direct from the field. 

Fluke T6-1000 PRO Electrical Tester
A versatile and compact troubleshooting tester that checks 
voltage, continuity, and current. Start by selecting volts, 
ohms, or current and the tester does the rest. Measure 
voltage and current at the same time and measures voltage 
up to 1000 V AC and current up to 200 A AC—all without test 
leads through an open fork system.

Article nr: 5318224 
Model: 1664 UK/T6Pro

Free Fluke 
T6-1000 PRO 
with purchase of 
Fluke 1664 FC

Special price 
on the Fluke 
6500-2 PAT Tester UK 
Promo Kit

Save 
14%*

Price: 
£ 1560 

Save 
13%*

Price: 
£ 1420 

Choose your deal! Get a free Fluke T6-1000 PRO with the purchase of a 
Fluke 1664 FC OR get a special price on the Fluke 6500-2 UK.

All prices in this leaflet are recommended resale prices only and exclude VAT. Not coupled with other actions. Order through 
your local sales representative. Only as long as stock lasts. Price changes and specification updates reserved.

* Savings are indicative. Exact saving on individual components can differ per currency due to price roundings

Comply with new standards with the 
Fluke PAT Tester
The Fluke 6500-2 Appliance Tester performs tests compliant 
to current standards, including those published in 2020: BS EN 
50678 (“Test of electrical equipment after repair”) and BS EN 
50699 (“Recurrent test of electrical equipment”)..

Expedite installations with the Fluke 1664 FC 
Multifunction Installation Tester 
These testers put a lot of power right into your hands.
Test quickly and efficiently to local regulations, as BS
7671, 18th Edition, to protect appliances, and share test
results in real time over your smartphone.


